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MASK COMPENSATION FOR MATRIXED-ELEMENT 
FLAT-PANEL TELEVISION DISPLAY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention generally relates to a ?at-panel television dis 
play of the type having discrete matrix image elements. More 
particularly, it relates to a ?at-panel television display in 
which such elements vary in brightness for a given excitation 
and are compensated so that each element will appear to be at 
the same brightness level as any other, for the same excitation. 

Flat-panel displays, of the type embodying matrixed arrays 
of discrete image elements, such as electroluminescent cells, 
gas plasma cells, or injection diodes, have in common certain 
de?ciencies inhibiting their wider application and use, not the 
least of which is a tendency of a given constituent image ele 
ment to emit or re?ect more light than another element for the 
same actuating signal. 
Such nonuniform brightness characteristics are further ag 

gravated by the demands of mass production, since uniform 
standards for the image elements in the vast numbers required 
are difficult to maintain, and imperfections in the assembly of 
such numbers of elements will unavoidably occur. These must 
be compensated if the display is not to present a degraded 
image. 

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to provide 
an improved television ?at display wherein nonuniform 
brightness characteristics are compensated. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a television 
?at-panel display of matrixed elements wherein the light out 
put characteristics of the image elements are individually ad 
justed in a simple and economical manner so that light output 
ofeach element is the same for the same excitation. 

It is yet another object of this invention to provide a televi 
sion ?at-panel display of matrixed elements in which the light 
output elements are simply and economically compensated on 
an individual basis without internal modi?cation of the ele 
ments or panel. 
A television system wherein a ?at imaging panel displays 

television image information visible from viewing locations in 
front of the imaging panel is improved in accordance with the 
invention to include a plurality of discrete matrixed image dis 
play elements which together comprise the image display 
panel, the elements having nonuniform brightness charac 
teristics from element to element for a given excitation. Also 
included are means for compensating such nonuniform 
brightness characteristics comprising a plurality of matrixed 
image transmitting areas of a size and con?guration cor 
responding to those of the image display elements, placed 
between the matrixed elements and the viewing locations and 
in registration with the image elements, and having nonu 
niform light transmissivity from area to area. The light trans 
missivity of such transmitting areas varies inversely from ele 
ment to element with the brightness characteristics of the 
image elements, so that the display has a net uniform 
brightness over its entire area. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The features of the present invention which are believed to 
be novel are set forth with particularity in the appended 
claims. The invention, together with further objects and ad 
vantages thereof, may best be understood, however, by 
reference to the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing, in the several ?gures of 
which like reference numerals indicate like elements, and in 
which: 

FIG. I is a fragmentary front schematic view in enlarged 
detail of the imaging panel of a typical uncompensated ?at dis 
play; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary view in enlarged detail ofa mask for 
use with the panel of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary front schematic view in enlarged 
detail of an embodiment of the compensated television ?at 
display constructed according to the invention; and 

FIG. 4 is a side view of the embodiment shown in FIG. 3. 
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2 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The usual ?at television display panel having discrete image 
elements is illustrated in FIG. 1. It is the typical image display 
means for many well-known television systems adapted to ad 
dress discrete display elements in, for example, the row and 
column fashion now common in the art. Such elements, two of 
which are elements 10 and II, are positioned in a matrixed ar 
rangement and ?xed in an inert substrate 12, may either emit, 
re?ect or otherwise control light, and may individually vary in 
light output in response to an actuating or excitation signal so 
that when the panel is viewed as a whole from viewing loca 
tions in front of the panel a television image can be formed 
and seen upon it. Typically, electroluminescent cells, gas 
plasma cells, liquid crystal assemblies, injection diodes, or 
other types of electrooptical devices may be used as image ele 
ments, and upon being assembled into the display, will usually 
be found to differ in light output even when actuated by the 
same excitation signal, i.e., to be of different light-producing 
or light-controlling ef?ciency. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a mask in the form of an array of light 
transmitting areas, typical ones of which are 20 and 21. These 
are positioned in a matrixed arrangement duplicating as close 
ly as possible the arrangement of the image elements in the 
panel of FIG. 1, to permit these areas to be placed in registra 
tion with corresponding image elements in the panel. The 
areas of the mask are of nonuniform transmissivity, as is illus 
trated by elements 21 and 20, the former being comparatively 
clear, the latter darker. The mask transmissivity varies from ' 
area to area inversely with the degree of brightness of the 
image element to which it corresponds. 

Although construction of a mask meeting the foregoing 
requirements may be accomplished in many ways, it is 
preferred to expose a photographic ?lm large enough to cover 
the display panel to the panel while all the image elements are 
uniformly actuated. The developed negative constitutes a ?lm 
transparency which can then be used as a mask since it ex 
hibits a matrix of transmitting areas of a size and con?guration 
corresponding to those of the image elements of the display, 
with transmissivity varying so that the brighter the cor 
responding image element the darker the associated mask 
transmitting area. The strength of the display excitation signal 
and the length of the exposure time can be adjusted to control 
the degree of darkening of the ?lm so that light from the 
weakest image element is transmitted substantially un 
diminished. Further, if an achromatic ?lm is used, the display 
to be compensated can be a color display. 

This mask and the display panel is combined into the 
?nished compensated television display as illustrated in FIGS. 
3 and 4. The mask is positioned so that each of its transmitting 
areas is in registration with its corresponding image element 
and so that it is between the image elements and the locations 
from which the display is to be viewed; each such area then 
supplies only the amount of light intensity attenuation needed 
to bring the element into line with the intensity of the other 
elements, for a given signal, thus in effect individually adjust 
,ing each image element. For example, originally image ele 
ment 10 is relatively brighter than element 11, as is shown in 
the FIG. 4 side view and in FIG. I. But where the mask covers 
these elements in FIG. 3, it is seen that area 20 somewhat at 
tentuates element 10 and is darker than area 21, which trans 
mits substantially the full light output of the weaker image ele 
ment II. The mask may be placed either in contact with the 
display panel, as shown in FIG. 4 or as close as possible, in 
order to minimize parallax distortion. 
Thus the invention constitutes a compensated ?at display 

which is adaptable to simple and rapid mass fabrication 
through use of economical photographic techniques, and ena~ 
bles many annoying adjustments ordinarily necessary to ob 
tain an acceptable ?at display to be dispensed with at very lit 
tle additional cost. 

While particular embodiments of the invention have been 
shown and described, it will be obvious to those skilled in the 
art that changes and modi?cations may be made without de 
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parting from the invention in its broader aspects, and, there 
fore, the aim in the appended claims is to cover all such 
changes and modi?cations as fall within the true spirit and 
scope of the invention. 

lclaim: 
i. in a television system wherein a ?at imaging panel dis‘ 

plays television image information visible from viewing loca 
tions in front of said imaging panel, the improvement which 
comprises: 

a plurality of discrete matrixed image display elements 
which together comprise said image display panel, said 
elements having nonuniform brightness characteristics 
from element to element for given excitation; 

and means for compensating said nonuniform brightness 
characteristics, comprising a mask which includes a plu 
rality of matrixed image transmitting areas corresponding 
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4 
in size and con?guration to said image display elements 
and is disposed between said matrixed elements and said 
viewing locations and in registration with said image ele 
ments, said mask having nonuniform light transmissivity 
from area to area, with the light transmissivity of said 
transmitting areas varying inversely from element to ele 
ment with the relative brightness characteristics of said 
image elements, so that the mask compensates the display 
to provide a uniform net brightness over its entire area. 

2. The improvement as in claim 1, in which said mask is in 
surface contact with said matrixed plurality of display ele 
ments. 

3. The improvement as in claim I, in which said mask is a 
photographic ?lm transparency‘ 


